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                                Senese Romana                            
                          
                                                                        

                            
                        City: Firenze
                        Country: Italy
                                                Phone: +39.055.211144
                        Rooms: 3
                        Number of beds: 1
                        

                        Appartments for short time rentals, at the edge of historical center, very nice and new, first floor, with all equipped kitchen, sofa bed, large bathroom with shower, bedroom with king bed. the apt. has Internet wi-fi, dish washer, wash machine, nicefurniture.                        

	
                        								

									Prices 

																																				Month : € 650
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                        City: Firenze
                        Country: Italy
                                                Phone: +39.055.211144
                        Rooms: 5
                        Number of beds: 12
                        

                        DUOMO (apartment 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 1 studio  10 -13 people). Is one of the most lovely apartments in Florence located in the most famous square of Florence, Piazza DUOMO with a view on the Duomo itself. It is at 2nd floor ( no lift ) and close of all kind of shops and restaurants. There are 4 double bedrooms flat, it has a big living room with frescos and a single sofà-bed, and also an all equipped kitchen that is decorated with frescos on the ceiling, like living and bedrooms. 3 compl...                        

	
                        								

									Prices 

																		Weekend : € 600
									Week : € 1400
									Month : € 3200
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                        City: Firenze
                        Country: Italy
                                                Phone: +39.055.211144
                        Rooms: 3
                        Number of beds: 7
                        

                        ROSSA ( Apartment 3 bedrooms 2 bathrooms, 6 - 7 people ) Beautiful apartment with terrace situated in an ancient palace in the center of Florence next to the Duomo and the most famous monuments. It has 3 bedrooms, one with king bed and another with 2 single beds. A big living room very pleasant and bright, more than 30 Sq Met. The kitchen is completely furnished (microwave and electric oven, fridge, and so on) there are 2 complete bathrooms with shower. Also 2 big panoramic terraces with view on...                        

	
                        								

									Prices 

																		Weekend : € 500
									Week : € 1000
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                        City: Firenze
                        Country: Italy
                                                Phone: +39.055.211144
                        Rooms: 3
                        Number of beds: 7
                        

                        GIULIA apt. (2 double bedrooms, 1 single bedroom, 2 bathrooms, 5-7 people). Sited in the real center of Florence, Just 2 minutes walk to Duomo square, one minute form via Tornabuoni the main street for shopping, close to the best restaurants of the city. The apartment is very beautiful, at 2nd floor, no elevator about 30 Stairs, in a nice building, all restored and new, it is with: an all equipped kitchen room, a dining room with big table, big living room with double sofa-bed, 3 bedrooms with w...                        

	
                        								

									Prices 

																		Weekend : € 450
									Week : € 900
									Month : € 2480
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                        City: Firenze
                        Country: Italy
                                                Phone: +39.055.211144
                        Rooms: 6
                        Number of beds: 3
                        

                        BARDINO apartment, ( 3 bedrooms 2 bathrooms )It is sited in the real center of Florence, Just at the corner with Ponte Vecchio and only 1 minute walk to Signoria square and UFFIZZI Museums, (Address is Via dei Bardi )., next best restaurants of the city and the bigger supermarket of the center.  The apartment is very beautiful, at 5th floor, with Elevator Lift , in a nice building, all restored and new, it is with: an all equipped kitchen room, next a dining room with a large table, a double li...                        

	
                        								

									Prices 

																		Weekend : € 540
									Week : € 1200
									Month : € 3200
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                        City: Firenze
                        Country: Italy
                                                Phone: +39.055.211144
                        Rooms: 2
                        Number of beds: 5
                        

                        FORTEZZA (apartment 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, Terrace, 4 - 5 people). Apartment with a very sunny Terrace located just at the edge of the historical center of Florence, between train station SMN to Fortezza da Basso, in a modern nice building. The flat is on the fifth floor with lift, with a wide terrace overlooking Florence 's monuments, two bedrooms one with king bedother with 2 single beds, living room with a wooden floor and a big sofa-bed, kitchen is fully furnished (microwave, fridge, elect...                        

	
                        								

									Prices 

																		Weekend : € 400
									Week : € 850
									Month : € 2400
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                        City: Firenze
                        Country: Italy
                                                Phone: +39.055.211144
                        Rooms: 2
                        Number of beds: 6
                        

                        (apartment 2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, 4 - 6 people). If you want to rent house in Florence for a group of friends it is a very beautiful apartment located in the most elegant Florence's shopping street (in the same complex of the Vigna Nuova accommodation) between the "River Arno" and "Piazza del Duomo ". Located on the 2nd floor, the apt has 2 double bedrooms, small living areas with beamed ceiling and double sofa-bed, a large fully equipped kitchen (fridge, microwave, oven, dishwasher and washi...                        

	
                        								

									Prices 

																		Weekend : € 500
									Week : € 950
									Month : € 2600
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                        City: Firenze
                        Country: Italy
                                                Phone: +39.055.211144
                        Rooms: 2
                        Number of beds: 6
                        

                        ATTIC (apartment 2 bedrooms, terrace, 4 - 6 people). Apartment with a very stunning view located in the heart of the historical center of Florence, on the corner of the DUOMO square, in a modern building with 2 lifts. The flat is on the fifth floor with a wide terrace overlooking Florence 's monuments, two bedrooms (each one of them has a modern wardrobe), living room with a wooden floor and a double sofa-bed, kitchen is fully furnished (microwave, fridge, electric oven, wash machine, dishwasher...                        

	
                        								

									Prices 

																		Weekend : € 600
									Week : € 1000
									Month : € 2500
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                        City: Firenze
                        Country: Italy
                                                Phone: +39.055.211144
                        Rooms: 3
                        Number of beds: 6
                        

                        Terrazza apt. is a wonderful apartment located in a historical center, only a few steps from the Santa Maria Novella Square and 2 minutes walk from Duomo locatedin the heart of Florence city center. It is situated in a nice building on 3rd floor, no lift. The apartment has 3 double bedrooms, fully equipped kitchen, a small living room, 2 complete bathrooms with shower, large panoramic terrace with a view of the most famous monuments. Our service includes: SATELLITE TV,DVD-Dx, home's soaps, iron...                        

	
                        								

									Prices 

																		Weekend : € 500
									Week : € 1200
									Month : € 2900
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                        City: Firenze
                        Country: Italy
                                                Phone: +39.055.211144
                        Rooms: 3
                        Number of beds: 7
                        

                        ORIOLO apartment (2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, a studiio4 - 7) rentals are great and elegant, in a very nice building on the 2nd floor with lift, situated only 200 met. from Duomo square. with 2 large bedrooms, a studio, a double living rooom with sofa-bed, kitchinette and dining room, 2 bathrooms with shower and tub. There is an elegant furniture and they are equipped with dish washer, washing machine AIR CONDITIONING in the bedrooms. Our service includes; Tv s, DVD-Dx, CD radio player. hairdryer...                        

	
                        								

									Prices 

																		Weekend : € 660
									Week : € 1800
									Month : € 3400
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Manager of Property in Florence
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	Management of apartments and buildings
	Tourist rentals, residential rentals, Purchase - sell buildings
	On Vacation apartments with a accurate control of the properties


 








Company:



	Agency E.T. Sas

	[image: Indirizzo: ]	Via Magenta, 31
	 	Firenze - 50123
	 	Italy
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VAT IT05579010488












	This web site is dedicated to Florence apartments and to those who are looking for a flat, apartment, studio, students house, tourists apartments, Villas, accommodations for rent in the historical center of Florence, near the Duomo, close the Monuments and the tourists attractions area or in the Florence University campus. 
To all those who want to be immersed in the authenticity of the Renaissance life and at the same time want to learn about the culture that is present in the history and the art of our incredible city, we offer apartments for rent in all areas of Florence.
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	Comune di Firenze
	Police
	Museums
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